
Fintech Platforms from ICBA’s ThinkTECH Accelerator Program 

Harness - Harness connects financial institutions and their cardholders with hundreds of local 

non-profits through experiential fundraising campaigns that reward cardholders and increase 

customer's affinity for their banks 

 

https://harnessaffinity.com 

miraj@harnessaffinity.com 

 

 

Zogo Finance - Zogo is a gamified financial literacy app that helps financial institutions engage, 

educate, and attract Gen Z, they make finance fun, simple, social — and irresistible to younger 

generations 

 

https://zogofinance.com/ 

bolun@zogofinance.com 

 

 

Adlumin - Adlumin provides a cost-efficient, easy-to-use, and simple-to-integrate cloud-native 

cyber security incident and event management solution with artificial intelligence and machine 

learning, custom-built for the financial sector. 

 

https://adlumin.com/ 

robert.johnston@adlumin.com 

 

 

Fintel Connect - Fintel Connect is a performance marketing company that helps community 

banks digitally acquire new customers in a scalable, cost-effective way. 

 

https://www.fintelconnect.com/ 

alana@fintelconnect.com 

 

 

Beauceron Security - Reduces risk by moving individuals and organizations from cybersecurity 

awareness to demonstrated behavior change 

 

https://www.beauceronsecurity.com/ 

david@beauceronsecurity.com 

 

 

ZSuite Technologies - ZSuite Technologies provides a digital escrow platform to help banks 

grow commercial deposits and expand relationships.  

 

https://www.zsuitetech.com/ 

nathan@zsuitetech.com 
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Fintech Platforms from ICBA’s ThinkTECH Accelerator Program 

Teslar Software - Teslar Software helps create highly efficient banks. It is designed from the 

ground up to save time, improve accuracy of data and increase efficiency by making information 

more accessible for institutions of all sizes. We do this by empowering bankers, integrating 

multiple systems, streamlining processes, and making it scalable. 

 

https://www.teslarsoftware.com 

Joe@teslarsoftware.com 

 

 

Finosec - Finosec provides an information security and cybersecurity governance platform to 

save banks time and enhance exam preparedness 

 

https://www.finosec.com/ 

zach@finosec.com 

 

 

 

Artis Technologies - Artis Technologies powers real-time lending and payment solutions that 

enables banks to drive demand to businesses by offering consumer financing at the point of 

need 

 

https://heyartis.com/ 

bkeith@heyartis.com 

 

 

MK Decision - MK Decision digitizes the customer journey with simple, beautiful borrower 

experiences designed to optimize conversions. Lenders are empowered by an LOS featuring 

paperless processing, machine learning fraud prevention, automated credit decisioning, credit 

bureau and core processor APIs. 

 

https://mkdecision.com/ 

harrai.khalsa@mkdecision.com 

 

 

BotDoc - Botdoc provides the ability to collect documents over a mobile phone without 

downloading any new apps, reducing employee and call center touch points and the average 

time an employee spends on a per-transaction basis. This decreases costs, processing 

timelines and operational friction while increasing convenience and security. 

 

https://www.botdoc.io/ 

tfox@botdoc.io 
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